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Features:

Applications:

All dimensions are in mm / inches

• 3 in 1 solution on a ceramic 
chip with two separate feeds.

• Need smaller antenna space 
on PCB to integrate  
GPS/GLONASS, Dual WiFi
and DSRC bands

• Compact Size (L x W x H)  
10 x 3.2 x 1.5mm. 

• Fully SMD compatible

• GPS / GLONASS         
(1575-1610MHz)

• IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n 
compliant 2.4 and 5GHz. 
(2400-2485/ 4900-5850MHz)

• DSRC (5850-5925MHz)

• Mobile navigation device
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Block material Dielectric ceramic 

Plating material Ag

Weight 0.24 g

RoHS Compliant Product

Tape and reel packing

Lead free materials

Lead free soldering compatible

Operating temperature -30 to +80° C

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS
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All dimensions are in (mm)
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Typical GPS/GLONASS antenna Return Loss
LOG

VSWR
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Typical WIFI antenna Return Loss
LOG

VSWR
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Typical Isolation

Isolation
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Typical free space radiation pattern—GPS/GLONASS
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Typical free space radiation pattern—2.4G
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Typical free space radiation pattern—5G
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PACKAGING
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